where conditional probabilities take into account the background distribution of each 1 3 5
climate parameter using a set of randomly sampled points from within a normalized 1 3 6 distance from each primary occurrence location or from a user defined set of climate 1 3 7 data. Finally, the resulting likelihood distributions can be trimmed to empirical ranges or 1 3 8 confidence intervals to avoid unintended extrapolation using the 'clip' argument. distributions. These functions are densplot() for plotting single distribution objects (i.e., for one taxon/climate parameter pair), addplot() for adding to an existing densplot()
figure, and multiplot() for plotting distributions for multiple taxa given a single climate parameter. For example, a user may plot the distributions for all taxa in their study for Mean Annual Temperature using multiplot() and the output from dens_obj(), and then add the joint likelihood function using addplot() and the model object output from Data access -Primary biodiversity data, occurrence coordinates for your target 1 7 0 taxa, and climate data are required for CRACLE modeling. We recommend primary and support data access through 'cRacle' functions. Climate data must be in the form of 1 7 3 a raster object readable by the R 'raster' package (Hijmans, 2018) . Climate data from recommended, but users may also use raster data downloaded from other sources such as CHELSA (Karger et al., 2017) , and ENVIREM (Title and Bemmels, 2018). Estimation Climate from Vegetation -(ECV) -As originally described CRACLE consists of two methods for likelihood estimation: parametric and non-parametric 1 7 9 probability functions. 'cRacle' implements these two approaches in tandem for each described by Thompson et al. (2012) , though the unweighted MCR described is parametric probability density function for each taxon -climate parameter pair. probabilities are estimated as:
Whereas the CRACLE Non-Parametric -Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) -
probabilities are estimated as:
Where K is a Kernel function of properties XXXX, and 'h' is the kernel bandwidth, a
smoothing parameter with value > 0. We recommend using either the "optcosine" or
"gaussian" kernels and a bandwidth calculated using Silverman's Rule of Thumb Silverman, 1986) . 'cRacle' allows for the calculation of probability density functions conditioned by the probability density of a random background sample for each climate
parameter defined as:
Where 'c' is the set of background climate given by a sample of points from within the 1 9 9 study area. The conditional probability for a taxon (t) is defined as:
For the estimation of climate from vegetation CRACLE modeling calculates the joint 2 0 2 likelihood for multiple taxon probability functions as:
Where the maximum value of L(x| t 1:i )corresponds to the value of the climate parameter 2 0 4 'x' that is most likely to lead to the coexistence of that set of taxa (t 1:i ). calculated given a set of taxon means (x 1:i ) and standard deviations (σ 1:i ):
Modern Validation -To test the performance of CRACLE that can be expected
for paleoclimate modeling we set two experimental analyses to test aspects of the 2 1 2 CRACLE modeling process.
First, we sample iNaturalist data (www.inaturalist.org) by a grid search of North
America for plant species coexisting in 0.1x0.1 degree bounded search areas using the procedure is an imperfect, but efficient, spatial thinning method that is consistent with Mean errors for CRACLE were ~1°C and median errors were generally less than the methods (Fig. 1B,C) . were generated for 70,391 vegetation plot surveys accessed through the BIEN 4.0 2 6 0 database using a total of 2,560,261 georeferenced specimen records from GBIF. Mean absolute anomaly rates for temperature parameters were between 1-2°C 2 6 2 with Pearson's Correlation coefficients greater than 0.9 in the best scenarios (Table 1) anomaly rates for mean annual precipitation (MAP -BIO12) was 179mm with a 2 6 6 correlation of 0.79 (Table 1) .
Generalized Boosted Regression (GBR) models were used to correct CRACLE 2 6 8 estimates using independent random samples without replacement of 50% of the data 2 6 9
for training and testing datasets. GBR correction improved CRACLE performance in the
test set by 20-50% (Table 1, smaller and more symmetrically distributed around '0' than the non-corrected CRACLE WorldClim data than the raw CRACLE results (Table 1 , 2). The modern validation analyses conducted here should provide a good baseline 2 7 7
for expected CRACLE performance going forward. More thorough testing in future user to reflect any unique properties of their study system. The results we provide here
indicate that the best estimates that are generated from the 'cRacle' software are the 
